
THE DRAFT SYSTEM
OF A NEW GENERATION
SILEXA WIPE X6, with accustomed, stable technology, now offers 
the new, top-performing SILEXA OS 2.0 operating system in an 
easy-to-use tablet. The system includes:

SILEXA

WIPE X6
SERVING DRINKS MADE EASY.

SILEXA.COM

VERSIONS:
WIPE X6 is available in 4- or 
8-taps, as well as with a cock-
tail module.

 + A 12.3”, full-color PCAP touch display that is 
brand-new and yet, instantly familiar 

 + SILEXA OS 2.0 for a first-class performance 
and faster workflow

 + A circular, 3“ promo display integrated on the 
back of the draft system. 

 + A high-quality, stainless steel aluminum case 
with wood or Corian décor 



FACTS & FIGURES:
 + Available in versions with 4- or 8-taps

 + Four valves per display for soft drinks, beer, and 
wine, plus three inter-valves for spirits and wine

 + Integrated waiter lock SILEXA ID combines the 
standard I-button with no contact, free from 
wear RFID technology

 + Credit / Debit display in unparalleled quality

 + Multiple waiters can work simultaneously

 + Quick access for a swift workflow

 + Display of pressure, temperature, and fill level 
quantities: »Internet of Things« 
Connection to the SILEXA Cloud

 + Network via Wi-Fi or RS232 with external systems

 + Integrated video player for interactive tutorials 
and advertisements

SILEXA WIPE X6

SILEXA.COM

IN DEVELOPMENT:
 + A completely integrated checkout-app

 + Extensive self-service options: 
Integration of credit card terminals (also 
Apple Pay) as well as RFID cards, hotel 
room key cards & QR code systems

CUSTOMER-FRIENDLY CONFIGURATION:
Using the newly developed SILEXA Creator soft-
ware, SILEXA WIPE X6 can be configured from the 
PC. (Android / iOS App in development)

When WIPE X6 is made available online, it can also 
be configured remotely. 
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REQUIRED COMPONENTS:

3”, full-color promo display on 
the back with an integrated 
video player.

SILEXA Creator

230 VAC, cold water, duct
(Optional: CAT5-Internet, hot water)


